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SUMMARY


The major problem of this study is to reveal the inferiority feeling of William Wallace reflected in Mel Gibson’s Movie Brave Heart. The objectives of the study are; to analyze the structural elements of the movie and to analyze the character of William Wallace based on individual psychological analysis developed by Alfred Adler.

In conducting this study, the researcher uses qualitative research in which the data are based on primary data, the script of Brave Heart movie. While secondary data are reviews of the movie, those are collected from various sources and other data that deal with the research.

In analyzing the data, he applies two approaches. Firstly, structural analysis approach is used to analyze the elements of the movie. It consists of characterization, setting, point of view, plot, style, theme, intent or message, cast, mise-en-scene, cinematography, film editing, and sound.

Secondly, the individual psychological approach is used to analyze the inferiority feeling of William Wallace that influences his personality. The writer finds that the personality of William Wallace is influenced by his inferiority feeling that is dominantly shaped from his ambition to unity the entire Scottish noble but in the reality that he is not a nobleman. As the one who is different with his society, William Wallace becomes the self-reliant to his social life. He is a responsible man, gently, and not afraid to the problem that he faces on. Wallace’s personality that is shaped dominantly from his inferior feeling brings him to be good man with the good personality that always down to the earth. It makes him can hold the faith from the Scottish warriors and nobles. William Wallace becomes a figure that always performs the good of characters, and supported by the knowledge and good mental too, so even though he has death, his spirit is till in the heart of Scottish warrior.